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ANNUITY DUE CALCULATIONS FOR SAVINGS PLANS
WHEN

COMPOUNDING PERIODS DIFFER FROM PAYMENT PERIODS

GENERAL

In financial calculations involving a series of payments equally spaced in time with periodic compounding, both periods

of time are normally equal and coincident. This is an assumption built into the HP-80 pre-programming.

In savings plans however, money may become available for deposit or investment at a frequency different from the

compounding frequencies offered. The HP-8Q can easily be used in these calculations. However, because of the

assumptions mentioned, adjustments must be made to the data so that the two periods can be considered to occur at

the same time. When the compounding periods occur more frequently than payment periods, additional keystrokes

adjust the compounding period interest rate to an equivalent rate for the payment period. When payments occur

more frequently than compounding, the payment amount is adjusted to reflect the fact that payments accrue simple

interest between compounding periods.

This issue presents keystroke solutions for future value, payment amount, and number ofpayments for both situa-

tions of compounding periods differing from payment periods. In addition it should be noted that only annuity due

(payments at the beginning of payment periods) calculations are shown since this is most common in savings plan

calculations.

The following symbolic values will be used in the keystroke sequences shown below:

A = number of payment periods in a year

U = number of compounding periods in a year

B = number of years (and/or fraction of a year as appropriate)

C = annual interest rate expressed as a percent

D = payment amount

F = future value ofthe series of payments at the end of the last payment period

COMPOUNDING PERIODS MORE FREQUENT

Keystrokes (solving for future value):

1. Calculate an equivalent payment period interest rate and store it.

U [sol fever a [=] EB © [red (=) IE 100 (smo) EE ER (red) (=) 579)
2. Assuming payments are made at the beginning of the payment periods, calculate the future value.

Aver e (x) 0 =) I 0 +) E85) EN ED -
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Example:

Quarterly deposits (A = 4) of $95 (D) are to be made into a savings account paying 5% (C), compounded monthly

(U = 12). What amount (F) will be in the account at the end of 7 (B) years?

Procedure:

1. Calculate the equivalent interest rate

12510] paved 4 [=] EBS [re (=) IE 100 [vo] ER OR ret] (=) [sro]
2. Calculate the future value

afsaved) 7(x] EM (re) IER os > 3203.586230
($3203.59)

 

1.255215

 

Keystrokes (solving for payment amount):

1. Calculate an equivalent interest rate

U [sro] paved] a [=] IE c (red (=) [IE 100 [so] (ED ED [red (=) 50)
2. Calculate the payment amount assuming again that payments occur at the beginning of payment periods.

Aver nlx) BE Fe) HF) BA FF) (2) EE EW
Example:

 

D

A sum of money will become available annually (A = 1) for 20 years (B) starting tomorrow. It is desired to place this

money in a savings institution paying 7% (C) compounded daily (U = 365, see NOTE below) so that at the end of

20 years $19,000 (F) will have been accumulated. How large must this annual deposit be?

  

Procedure:

I. Calculate the equivalent interest

365 [sto] [save] 1 [+] [El 7 [rey] (=) E100 (sro) [EX ED [red [=] [579) 7.250066

2. Calculate the annual payment

1 [saved20 (x) [ER (ro HE! (Re) EER (+) 19000 (xv) (=) ED EH 420.474071
(3420.47)

Note: Using 365 or 360 (days) as the number of compounding periods in a year when daily compounding

is available would depend on the practice of the particular institution being considered.

Keystrokes (solving for number ofpayment periods)

1. Calculate the equivalent interest rate

U [sto] [save] A [=] EC [red [=] IE 100 so) ED IED (ret) (=) [579]
2. Calculate number of payments

BEEEn ~ Ap
(total number of payments)

 

Example:

Semi-annual payments (A = 2) of $1200 (D) are to be made into an account paying 8% (C) compounded monthly

(U= 12). How many payment periods will it take to accrue $25,000?

Procedure:

1. Calculate the equivalent interest rate

12[sv0] foe 2 [=] [ER 8 (red [=] E100 (ro) EE IR (ed (=) (rd)
2. Now calculate the number of payments

Bl 1200 25000 > 14.941105
(approximately 15 semi annual payments)

 

4.067262

 

20f4



PAYMENT PERIODS MORE FREQUENT

Keystrokes (solving for future value):

1. Assuming payments occur at the beginning of payment periods, calculate an equivalent payment amount that can

be considered to occur with the same frequency as compounding.

Abad) faved v 9 (51 (1) 2 (Fe Bl 69) (+) (3) bed (B) 0 (3) 9
2. Using this equivalent payment amount, future value can be calculated.

owes) 5 (x) IE © Boel 5) I ed ED ED -
Example:

 

Deposits of $100 (D) per month (A = 12) will be made into a savings account paying 6% (C) compounded quarterly

(U=4).

Find the value ofthe series of payments at the end of 14 (B) years.

Procedure:

1. Calculate an equivalent quarterly payment.

12 fey) [ved « 9) (31 (3) 2 (Ee BO 9) (°F)
 (£] 100 [x] > 303.00

2. Now calculate the future value.

> 26299.65551 + fed 14x) (6 ved + (5) I Fe) GOED
($26,299.66)

Keystrokes (solving for payment):

Unlike the other situations presented, in solving for payment amount when payments occur more frequently than

compounding, the adjustments are made to an HP-80 answer rather than to input data.

1. Calculate and store a payment factor to be recalled for use in step 3.

Afsaved] [saved] U sro) [2]1 [+] 2 [2] cB (=) [ne] (#] fe) (2) 9)
2. Using the ordinary annuity keystrokes solve for the intermediate payment amount if payments were to occur

with the same frequency as compounding.

0 weds (3) I © fed v IEE ¢ ED E
3. Now divide by the payment factor calculated in step 1.

ed (2
Example:

y o

A mutual fund has consistently paid annual dividends (U = 1) of 6% (C) on money invested, and offers investors the

opportunity to automatically reinvest this money. In addition, investors can make monthly (A = 12) investments

in the fund. Assuming the dividend rate stays constant and without considering stock appreciation, what should the

monthly payments beif an investor wishes to accrue an investment of $25,000 (F) at the end of 15 years (B)?

Procedure:

1. Calculate and store the monthly payment factor

12 [saved] saved] 1 [sro] [+] 1 [+] 2 [+] 6 ( [<] [re] [#] re] [2] [sno]
2. Calculate the equivalent annual payment to reach $25,000 at the end of 15 years at 6%.

1 15 [x] 6 [saved] 1 [+] IE 25000 > 107406910

 

12.39
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3. Divide by the payment factor to find the monthly payment required.

(=) > $6.638386
($86.69)

 

Keystrokes (solving for number ofpayment periods):

1. Calculate and store the equivalent payment amount.

A ved edu bl 51 (3: Fc ll) [@) 3 = 5X Eg
2. The number of payment periods is arrived at by first calculating the number of compounding periods.

cedE) HF) G0- ~ u-
(Total compounding periods)

 

3. Dividing by the compounding periods per year results in total years. .

U(£] — B

4. and multiplying by payment periods per year gives the number of payments required.

A [x] — AB
(Total payment periods)

 

 

Example:

Deposits of $100 (D) per month (A = 12) will be made into a savings account paying 6% (C) compounded quarterly

(U=4). How long (B), and how many payments will it take to accrue $26,299.66?

Procedure:

1. Calculate and store an equivalent payment amount.

12fsnved] foaved) 4 [sro] [2] 1 [+] 2 [2] 6 EAE] (me][4]
 

 

 

 

[=] 100 [x] > 303.00

2. Find the total compounding periods.

6 415) EB BM 26299.66 > 56.000006

3. Find the number of years.

4 (£) => 14.000002

(14 years)

4. Calculate total number of payments.

12 [x] +> 168.000019

(168 payments)
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